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The boys of The Echo and the Sound are set to release their new double
EP Buffalo Mouth later this month, but first they're giving the world a taste of
their new batch of "blistering songs of bare bones rock 'n' roll to save your
wayward soul" with the lead single "Virginia Law". Influences like Flat Duo Jets
and The W hite Stripes are readily apparent, but the Los Angeles pair bring a
unique aspect of grit with their vocals emanating an almost sinister glare. Buffalo
Mouth will the follow up to their debut, self-titled EP in 2013 and the 2014 EP Its
Execution from which a few of the tracks were taken. The new release promises
to be some of the best and most bombastic tracks to date and are streaming right
now over at GRIMY GOODS.COM!
Full of hip shaking, foot stomping, good ol' fashioned R&R making it a blistering,
Tarantino‐esque collection impossible to resist. Recorded by Mark Rains (Black
Rebel Motorc ycle Club, Neon Trees) at Station House Studios in Echo
Park, Buffalo Mouthpromises to be the most graduated work of The Echo and
the Sound yet.

"This L.A.-based duo makes noise enough for four. Singer-guitarist Brian Rich
and drummer Douglas Jewell slather on the menace with a heavy march of drum
rolls and champagne cymbals to fill every bit of auditory space. Self-described as
“gothic cantina,” the Echo and the Sound combine an aggressive mentality with
blues-rock rhythms for a thick dose of fidelity." - Buzzbands LA
Singer‐guitarist Brian Rich and drummer Douglas Jewell slather on the menace
with heavy riffs and champagne c ymbals to fill ever y bit of auditor y space,
providing the soundtrack to a 21st centur y post‐apocalyptic nuclear warfare. It’s

the sound of dark and broody rock 'n' roll punctuated by punk rock overtones with
blues‐folk and county undertones. Said to be “one of the most promising up‐and‐
coming bands in L.A.” (Music Connection), the gritty bare‐bones rock duo The
Echo and the Sound are set to release their special edition Double EP Buffalo
Mouth.
"15 Shades of Hell" (Official Music Video)

From the dirt, The Echo and the Sound is a two‐piece guitar and drums rock
band based in Los Angeles, CA. Formed in 2012 as two parts of a
complementar y whole, fitting in nowhere else but together, these two East coast
and Mid‐Atlantic country boys decided to create their own sub‐genre to live in.
They call it “gothic cantina” and describe it best themselves as sounding like “if
Bob Dylan and Sam Shepard got into a fist fight while drinking in a desert
cantina.”

